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What future are we
shaping with technology?

#Economy

We believe this will be normal...

Within
5 years

In 10 years
(2030)

In 30 years
(2050)

Later Never : 14%

Impact on our society

Very negative Very positive

Impact on our daily life

Very negative Very positive

In 1769, Baron Von Kempelen certainly didn’t know 
when he built his automated turk chess player that 
he was setting the base of the way AI would work 
250 years later. Of course the android like machine 
wasn’t intelligent, there was a man hidden inside it. 
In the same way,  current AI relies extensively on 
human brain labor to help it to learn, creating the 
feeling of intelligence but providing a source of 
employment & revenues for millions of people. It 
already seems normal, the continuity of the current 
organisation of labour, with little impact for most of 
us. How long can we have the current magic feeling 
to remain? We would want to be able to believe 
that it’s true intelligence, that we are not being 
mocked or cheated by an illusion created by 
humans for humans. We would want to think that 
this is just a transition before AI can do it all by itself,  
when it might end up permanent, as there is always 
something new where humans are needed to push 
the frontiers of algorithms’ performance. We would 
want to forget that we are most of the time all of us 
doing the job, for free, becoming more micro 
workers than consumers.

In a world where algorithms learn 
from data, a new low wages workers 
class has emerged to tag data sets.

New employment oppor-
tunities are created! So 
helpful for those , who are 
sitting jobless or those 
who are low skilled or less 
educated. 

Amar - India

It will probably be a very limited 
time; this is viable after that, it will 
be taken over by self tagging 
systems that are more accurate 
that people can ever be.

Svea - Sweden

Devotopias survey was lead by Devoteam from October, 21st 
2019  to December, 18th 2019. 900 people responded on an 
international scope - mainly European - including 69% of 
Devoteam employees, 66% men and 34% women.


